TOP 10

European Destinations
Where does an adventure seeking tourist start
when it comes to traveling to Europe?
These cities should be on everyone’s bucket list.

MOSCOW

AMSTERDAM

LONDON

PRAGUE
PARIS

MILAN
ROME

BARCELONA

ISTANBUL

ANTALYA

You’ll find everything here, from historic haunts,
culture to outstanding nightlife, mouth-watering foods
and diverse landmarks to suit even the most
demanding photographer.
Take a look at the most visited cities by
international arrivals in 2013 and who knows,
you might end up exploring them yourself.
LONDON
ENGLAND
No city compares
to London when it
comes to business
and culture. You can expect all passions
and interests to be entertained with
a wide variety of unique landmarks,
museums and historic monuments.

PARIS
FRANCE
This timeless
destination is longloved by couples
worldwide looking for a romantic
getaway. Its boulevards, café life and
bustling city atmosphere makes this the
ultimate city break.

Annual visitors: 16,784.100
Popular attractions: Big Ben,
London Eye, Buckingham Palace
Interesting fact: The underground
network is 249 miles long

Annual visitors: 15,200.000
Popular attractions: Eiffel Tower,
Disneyland, Arc de Triomphe
Interesting fact: There are 6,100
streets and 470,000 trees in Paris
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ISTANBUL
TURKEY
This booming mega
city is home to 15
million people, and
boasts the world’s most visited tourist
attraction, the Grand Bazaar.
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Annual visitors: 10,486.300
Popular attractions: Grand Bazaar,
Hagia Sophia, Chora Church
Interesting fact: Istanbul is the only
transcontinental city in the world
to be located on two continents,
Europe and Asia

ROME
ITALY
The city’s mild
Mediterranean climate
is a persuasive draw
for tourists looking for a summer of
pulsating energy where classic ruins are
waiting to be explored.

PRAGUE
CZECH
REPUBLIC
The most compelling
change to new Europe
can be found in Prague. Glistening
ballrooms, city infrastructure and glitzy
fashion boutiques have transformed
this once historic town.

Annual visitors: 8,608.300
Popular attractions: Colosseum,
Roman Forum, Trevi Fountain
Interesting fact: An estimated €3,000
is thrown into the Trevi Fountain
each day

Annual visitors: 6,208.500
Popular attractions: Charles Bridge,
Old Town Square, Prague Castle
Interesting fact: Czech Republic drink more
beer per capita than any other country

MILAN
ITALY
Milan is best
known for being the
fashion capital of
Europe, but with bustling businesses,
banking and culture it has much more
to offer curious tourists.

BARCELONA
SPAIN
It’s the city that
never sleeps and
is home to many
pieces of stunning architecture; not
forgetting the beautiful beaches along
a glistening coastline.

Annual visitors: 5,873.900
Popular attractions: Milan Cathedral,
Teatro alla Scala, Sforza Castle
Interesting fact: Milan is home to
businesses, such as Gucci, Prada,
Versace and Armani

Annual visitors: 5,524.600
Popular attractions: Sagrada Familia,
Gothic Quarter, Camp Nou
Interesting fact: The Sagrada
Familia has taken longer to build
than the Great Pyramids

MOSCOW
RUSSIA
Moscow is one of
the largest cities in the
world and has grown
massively in recent years. It comprises
high-rise suburbs surrounding a
relatively compact centre with plenty of
fascinating ancient architecture.

AMSTERDAM
NETHERLANDS
This city is
gorgeous, with
lots of history and
scenery, though it is
well known for the Red Light District
and other activities.

Annual visitors: 5,438.900
Popular attractions: Saint Basil’s
Cathedral, Moscow Kremlin, Red Square
Interesting fact: Moscow has the largest
number of billionaires worldwide (84)

Annual visitors: 5,204.100
Popular attractions: Anne Frank
House, Vondelpark, Jordaan
Interesting fact: There is approx.
881,000 bicycles in Amsterdam

Swissport form part of the largest aviation ground handling company
in the world. Jointly, we operate lounges across mainland Europe,
USA, Canada and the UK. On average our 55,000 employees handle
one aircraft movement every 19 seconds!
executivelounges.com
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